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A distributed engine control system (DECS) offering flexibility and scalability is envisioned for the next generation of propulsion controls. Perhaps the most touted benefit of a DECS is the potential to reduce the amount of harnessing which connects throughout the engine. Such a system is comprised of several network sections incorporating control nodes or data concentrators (DCs). These DCs contain control logic to perform control function computations and are connected to the full authority digital engine control (FADEC) via a high-speed data communication bus. A novel approach for analyzing and evaluating three topologies—ring, star, and bus—in the context of a relevant military engine was described. In this study, the algorithm uses a particle swarm optimization process to evolve solutions to a multi-objective optimization problem. The results of this study indicate there is potential for large wire length savings in a distributed control architecture.
Comparison of Communication Architectures and Network Topologies for Distributed Propulsion Controls
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Abstract

A distributed engine control system (DECS) offering flexibility and scalability is envisioned for the next generation of propulsion controls. Perhaps the most touted benefit of a DECS is the potential to reduce the amount of harnessing which connects throughout the engine. Such a system is comprised of several network sections incorporating control nodes or Data Concentrators (DCs). These DCs contain control logic to perform control function computations and are connected to the Full Authority Digital Engine Control (FADEC) via a high speed data communication bus. The short term distributed engine control configurations will be core-mounted, uncooled data concentrator with high temperature electronics with relatively low speed data communications between smart effectors and the data concentrator; and high temperature electronics, high speed communication bus between the data concentrator and the control law processor master FADEC. This type of configuration is referred to as partially distributed control. In the long term, all smart components will be embedded in their respective locations, and the master FADEC will be in the flight controller in a cooled environment. This is considered a fully distributed control.

The DCs are connected to many smart components (sensors, actuators, pumps, etc.) via a communication data bus which has lower bandwidth. Network topology describes the way in which the smart components, DCs, and FADEC are connected to each other. Communication constraints like limited bandwidth, time delays and packet dropouts can limit the performance of a distributed engine control system. The distributed engine control system must be made robust enough to meet these constraints and handle failures in the network. In a basic sense, the loss of one or several nodes should not interrupt the system control. In this paper, we present a brief overview of several network topologies and report the advantages and disadvantages for each topology. A method to quantitatively assess the system benefits of each topology will be explored last.
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1 INTRODUCTION

FADECs (Full Authority Digital Engine Control) have been in service since as early as 1982, making hydromechanical controllers a thing of the past [1]. Of course, technologies and equipment like the FADEC had to buy their way into aircraft platforms. The need for higher reliability, maintainability, and performance was and is the main objective of these technologies, as well as the primary criteria by which they were compared with existing technology. While these areas have been addressed, to some extent, by digital control and electronics, the overall complexity of the controls systems have increased. In addition, new problems have arisen including limitations due to thermal considerations, increased weight, and electromagnetic interference (EMI) susceptibility. As modern jet engines continue to evolve, several newer trends have emerged: variable cycle technology and adaptive engine technology. The main idea is to optimize the performance of the propulsion system over the entire flight envelope [2], as well as diagnose and adjust to engine wear. This creates additional onus for an already over-burdened controller infrastructure as it must handle more control variables, effectors, and data with limited resources and a shrinking design envelope.

The concept of a distributed control architecture has been proposed [3, 4, 5] as a possible answer to some of the issues mentioned including performance, wider operability, and weight as well as reduced life cycle cost [5]. Currently, centralized controllers require a physical point-to-point connection to every sensor, pump and actuator. Thus the placement of the controller has a major influence on the overall wiring length, which is a major weight factor. Moreover, the location of the controller is constrained by the environment (e.g. temperature, vibration, etc.), the engines volumetric envelope, and accessibility for maintenance. By distributing functions such as analog to digital conversion (ADC), data processing, and diagnostics throughout the engine many point-to-point connections can be eliminated. For a large aircraft engine, this networked approach has been estimated to save 45 kg of weight in wiring [6]. However, there are many undeveloped, requisite elements which inhibit the implementation of distributed engine controls systems (DECS). They have been identified as [5]:

1. **High Temperature Electronics** – smart sensors, actuators, and pumps with embedded electronics that can withstand temperatures from -70°F to 600°F

2. **Collaboration & Standards** – definitions of specifications for common building blocks (smart nodes, interfaces, connectors, etc.) and collaboration between government, industry, and academia

3. **Communication Network** – a network to facilitate resource sharing and data passing for control and prognostic functionality

This paper seeks to explore the communication network by comparing both network topologies and communication architectures with DECS in mind. Network topology describes the specific physical or logical arrangement of elements (i.e. nodes) in a network [7]. Physically speaking, the topology can have a significant impact on system weight, reliability and redundancy, and maintainability. As previously mentioned, weight is affected by wiring which runs throughout the engine. By changing how the various components (and smart components) are connected, the...
wiring weight can be changed. Smart components can communicate bi-directionally in networked control systems. Smart components are data concentrators (DCs), valves, pumps, actuators, and sensors with expanded functionality. Obviously, we are mainly interested in configurations that reduce the system weight compared to the current centralized architecture. Thus sparse networks with fewer connections will tend to reduce more wiring weight. Reliability and redundancy, on the other hand, is improved by increasing the number of connections between nodes. This is especially important in terms of system availability, fault isolation, and robustness. If one node fails, for example, all other nodes in the system must be able to continue functioning. Currently, FADECs present a single point of failure for engine control systems, which is why they are typically dual-redundant systems. Network topology can also affect the system maintainability. The more connectors and cables there are, the costlier the system will be to maintain. In addition, the location of each node and cable affects maintainability in the sense of physical access to the maintainer (i.e. proximity to engine maintenance doors) [8]. The basic network topologies considered in this paper are [7]:

1. **Ring** – each node is connected to the node just before and just after itself
2. **Star** – each node is connected to a central node or hub
3. **Bus** – each node is connected to shared backbone medium
4. **Tree** – nodes are arranged in a hierarchical fashion, there is a root node, interior nodes, and leaves (nodes with no children)

There are advantages and disadvantages of each topology with regards to the aforementioned design considerations. In some cases, these topologies can be combined to form a sort of hybrid topology [9]. For network designs specifying actual components and their estimated mean time between failures (MTBF), fault-tree analysis can be used to compute system availability, which is a useful metric for comparing network topologies [10].

In addition to the network topology, a DECS implementation must also specify a communication architecture. The communication architecture describes both the communication protocol and physical medium of the network. Much work has been done already to compare various communications architectures for aerospace applications [11, 12, 13]. In general, the communication architecture must handle or specify node connectivity, message handling, timing and synchronization, media access control (MAC), error checking, and fault detection, isolation, and recovery (FDIR). There are two main schemes for determining when messages can be sent across the network. Time triggered systems define specific time slots for communication, thus each node has a particular time to send messages across the network. Event triggered systems, like the CANbus (controller area network bus), which is popular in the automotive industry, do not send messages at specified times, but rather rely on external events. Several protocols have provisions for both synchronous and asynchronous communication (i.e. time-triggered and event-triggered). The overall system-level communications requirements for a DECS application are given as [13]:

1. Real-time communication and determinism
2. Support for architectural composability
3. Synchronization
4. Dependability
5. Low complexity
6. Efficient redundancy management
7. Scalability (in terms of data transfer, number of nodes, etc.)

Determinism is important from the standpoint of the controller; the stability of the system must be able to be analyzed and verified. Architectural composability is important to the modularity of the system and how easily changes can be made to the system architecture. For example, adding or removing a node should not result in a complete reassessment of the communication performance and should have minimal impact on existing communication patterns. Systems that are highly modular and reusable help to mitigate issues related to recertification and change management. In addition, dependability and redundancy are desired, but they ought not consume too many resources. At the communication architecture implementation level there are even more challenges [14, 15]:

1. **Network-induced time delay** – delay inherent to message transport across the network
2. **Jitter** – variability in message delivery times
3. **Packet dropouts** – messages that are not delivered due to packet collision, unavailability of the network, or a transmission error
4. **Bandwidth** – the maximum rate at which data can be transferred is constrained both by the medium and, in some cases, the protocol

Section 2 of this paper contains a more thorough discussion on topology. Section 3 elaborates on some of the design considerations and past work for the communication architecture. A quantitative study of applicable topologies using a stochastic, multi-objective optimization algorithm for the placement of DCs on an engine is contained in Section 4. Lastly, some concluding remarks on the study and this paper as a whole are included in Section 5.

## 2 TOPOLOGY DISCUSSION

As previously mentioned, this paper will discuss the basic ring, star, bus, and tree topologies in the context of a DECS implementation. They will be analyzed in terms of their potential impact on weight, network reliability, and maintainability. It is also important to note the effect a given topology may have on the average message transmission length. This discussion will be primarily qualitative, as the quantitative case studies will be presented later in Section 4.
2.1 RING

The ring topology describes a network in which each node has two connections. Generally these connections are to the node that comes before and the node that comes after. This is simple to visualize in the case where nodes are already arranged in a ring-like shape, and each node connects to its two nearest neighbors. However, the physical shape of the network could end up looking quite contorted depending on the locations of the nodes. The ring topology is considered to be weakly connected since for a fully connected network of \( n \) nodes there are \( \frac{1}{2} n(n-1) \) connections while there are only \( n \) connections in a ring; thus it may have a large potential for weight savings. In some simple ring networks, data is passed in only one direction (clockwise, or counterclockwise), but the authors will consider a ring that is counter-rotating (i.e. data may be passed in either direction). This means that the failure of a single node or link in the ring would not cause an entire system failure since there are always two paths between each node. Since the connections in a ring network do not terminate at a central location, accessibility to the maintainer might be difficult. The average message transmission length is relatively high for the ring topology since a message may have to traverse a sizeable portion of the ring to reach its destination. In light of this issue, there has been some research on how to improve scalability in terms of transmission time for ring networks [16].

2.2 STAR

In a star configuration, each node connects directly to a central node, generally referred to as the hub. The current centralized control architecture may be interpreted as a physical star topology where the FADEC represents the central node. In the case of a distributed architecture, there may be several stars chained together. While, in principle, the total number of links in a star topology is similar to the ring topology, the wire length tends to be larger. This is the result of the point-to-point nature of the star topology; on average, the exterior nodes are closer to each other than the hub. The hub represents a single point of failure for all nodes connected to it. However, the loss of any exterior node has no effect on the rest of the network. In this sense, the need for reliability (strictly in terms of network connectivity) is shifted away from the exterior nodes towards the nodes acting as hubs. Maintaining a DECS in a star topology could prove to be easier than a ring topology since the connections all terminate at the hubs. These hubs could be placed purposefully for ease of access to the maintainer. Though each exterior node has only one connection in this configuration, the hub has many. Exterior nodes are logically connected via the hub, so there are generally only two links that a message must traverse.

2.3 BUS

For the purposes of this paragraph, the word bus refers to the physical bus network topology as opposed to the data transfer mechanism (i.e. databus) meaning, which is taken throughout much of this paper. The bus topology is characterized by a shared communication backbone. Each node connects exclusively to the bus, instead of to other nodes, like in the other topologies. The physical bus topology shares many advantages and disadvantages with the star in terms of maintainability and fixed message transmission length. However, there is a potential to reduce the number of
connectors, compared to the star case. Consider the case where there is a single hub in the center of the engine. A multitude of links converge on the location of the hub. Then consider a bus, which could extend along the length of the engine. Here, each node requires just one connector. Although both the bus and the star configurations present a single point of failure, the bus may be more susceptible to physical damage because it spans over a much greater portion of the engine.

2.4 TREE

The tree topology consists of a root node that is connected to each of its children, who may have their own children. Thus each node is connected to a single parent and each of its children (except for the root, which has no parent). Trees are often classified by the number of children allowed. For example, a binary tree is a tree in which each node may have up to two children. A tree structure is inherently hierarchical, which could prove useful as control systems become more hierarchical. This is particularly appropriate for supervisory and control tasks in which a high-level controller sends commands to low-level controllers [17]. The tree structure may also be suitable in cases where the controller is partitioned in a functional manner. In [18] the authors propose using localized control nodes, one for the inlet/fan, compressor, combustor, and turbine/nozzle. Thus it is clear that the tree architecture has a clear advantage in scalability. In other words, it has the ability to add nodes without increasing the capacity requirement of each node and without significantly lengthening message transmission delays [19]. Performing maintenance on a network arranged as a tree could be difficult if the network reaches over a large area. In many ways, the tree topology is comparable to a chain of stars.

2.5 PREVIOUS WORK, CONSIDERATIONS GOING FORWARD

It is clear that each basic topology has its strengths and weaknesses. The merit of each topology depends heavily upon the application in addition to whatever system-level assumptions can be made at this point. Table 1 summarizes the analysis presented in this section.

Table 1: Summary of qualitative topology analysis – green markers indicate potential benefits, red markers indicate potential challenges, and yellow markers are neutral

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ring</th>
<th>Star</th>
<th>Bus</th>
<th>Tree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintainability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Msg TX Length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a potential to employ a hybrid topology by combining multiple topologies in a way that captures their advantages while avoiding their drawbacks. One example, that has been mentioned already, is a multi-star configuration where two or more stars are chained together. In [20] the author considers a dual star configuration along with single star, single ring, and dual ring in terms of system unavailability, initial and life cost, diagnostic ease, and data transfer for electric power
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substation communications. Though the initial cost for the dual star configuration was estimated to be much higher than the others, it won in every other category. The application for the power substation study is far different from the application being considered in this paper; however, the methods and analyses used to compare the topologies as well as the results are, to some extent, pertinent.

In [13] the authors consider a particular network topology for the DECS application. They describe a braided-ring topology in which a node is connected to its neighbors in addition to its neighbors along the ring. The reported advantages of this type of topology are given as follows:

1. High reliability in a deployment scenario
2. Robustness against physically localized damage
3. Robustness against node dropout
4. Mitigation of physical layer composability

It is also mentioned that it is possible to change the physical medium between ring segments. This last statement is potentially true for almost any network topology. The topic of physical medium is typically more closely coupled with communication architecture considerations, which will be discussed in more detail in Section 3. It is clear, given the two topology examples above, that the best topology largely depends on the application and its system requirements. In general, the best topology will be one which establishes the best balance between weight (or cost), reliability, redundancy, and maintainability.

3 COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURE

The question of which communication architecture to use for a distributed engine control scenario appears in almost every paper concerning DECS. The discussion of communication architecture generally includes the topics of media access control, protocol, and physical medium as well. In essence, these discussions seek to define the elements of the Open System Interconnection (OSI) network model for the engine control application. Figure 1 summarizes the OSI network model, which is comprised by 7 layers [21].

In addition to the requirements and constraints enumerated in the Introduction of this paper it is also important to consider the failure scenarios for the network communication. Understanding the failure scenarios and their relation to the DECS application is important for assessing the merit of the various architectures and protocols. In [22], the author identifies the following failure scenarios:

1. **Outgoing link failure** – node can’t send a message (either failure of logic or aging of components)
2. **SOS failure** – (Slightly-Off-Specification) node produces an output signal slightly outside the specified window (i.e. on the edge of what the receiver understands as 1 or 0)
3. **Spatial proximity failure** – nodes in the same spatial region affected by some physical damage

4. **Masquerading failure** – a node takes the identity of another node, which may be undetected

5. **Babbling idiot failure** – node doesn’t observe the rules of the protocol, may attempt to send messages at arbitrary times; bus guardians are typically used in safety critical applications to mitigate this type of failure

A DECS must be able to handle these types of failures and continue to function.

In the past, much consideration has been given to whether the system should be event-triggered or time-triggered. Several time-triggered protocols (TTP) have been implemented and considered for a DECS application including SAFEbus [23], TTP [24], SPIDER [25], and TTCAN [26] [12]. In general, TTPs require a significant amount of initial design to create the message schedule model and do not allow the addition of nodes or messages without redesigning the message and task schedule [12]. However, the topic of fair and efficient scheduling for time-division multiple access (TDMA) transmission is becoming more prevalent in the research community [27]. Event-triggered protocols have also been considered, including CANbus [28], Ethernet, and AFDX [29] (which is currently in service on the Airbus A380). These protocols must incorporate some sort of contention resolution mechanism since it is possible for multiple nodes to attempt to transmit messages simultaneously [11]. In [12], NASA considered the Honeywell SAFEbus (the backplane data...
bus used in the Boeing 777 Airplane Information Management System) and the NASA SPIDER
(an architecture being developed as a demonstrator for certification under the new DO-254 guide-
lines) as well as the TTTTech Time-Triggered Architecture (TTA) and FlexRay [30] architectures.
The latter two have been used by the automobile industry. Since the NASA studies, Honeywell
and Hamilton Sundstrand have used TTP technologies in the MAC FADEC, and Boeing 787
applications, respectively [4]. In both [12] and [22] TTP/C (an implementation of TTP) was iden-
tified as having many advantages over the alternatives. The TTP/C protocol is expected to be
considerably less expensive to implement due to reduced number of components required afforded
by its overall robustness [22] (since fewer or no bus guardians would be needed). Additionally,
TTP/C is deterministic, supports upgrading and swapping of modules, is masterless (allowing for
single-fault tolerance), is independent of the physical layer, and implements the protocol compo-
nents on the hardware simplifying software development [12]. Physical layer independence is an
important concept for the DECS application since different stretches of cabling may be immersed
in different EMI, vibration, and temperature environments. Thus, at the time of writing, a time-
triggered architecture similar to the TTP/C protocol seems to be the forerunner, though there are
many alternatives that could prove to be useful. It should be noted that it’s the overall system
architecture, not necessarily the physical topology, that drives the selection of a communication
protocol. More elaboration on the architecture could enable a more detailed analysis of the various
protocols.

4 DATA CONCENTRATOR LOCATION CASE STUDY USING MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION ALGO-
RITHM

While the discussion, up to this point, has been mainly qualitative, this section is devoted to
quantifying and visualizing the comparison between the different topologies. The application
considered in this study is a relevant (or what may be considered to be current) military engine.
Conceptually, the study estimates the effect of adding data concentrators, in a particular topology,
to the existing engine configuration while attempting to minimize several different objectives.
Overall wiring length, number of components placed in high temperature regions, and number of
data concentrators added are the objectives that the study seeks to minimize. This minimization
entails finding the optimal location to place each data concentrator. Below, the assumptions that
are built into the study are enumerated; in Section 4.2 the algorithm is described.

4.1 ASSUMPTIONS

There are many assumptions that are factored into this study, many of which are for the sake
of simplicity. In some cases, the assumptions detract from the realness of the study; however,
with such a complicated system, with so many variables, it is easier to generate and interpret the
results by using this simplified approach. Existing control components, including sensors, pumps,
actuators, and the FADEC, are assumed to have known and fixed locations. In other words, the
study does not seek to optimize the locations of components already present in the configuration.
under consideration. The physical topology, number of DCs, and the locations of the DCs are variable. Whether an existing control component is smart or not (i.e. has its own controller or signal processing capability onboard) bears no significance for the purposes of this study. It is assumed that each component must have a point-to-point connection to a FADEC or DC. Thus the differences in topologies only occur in the DC-to-DC, DC-FADEC connection style. In order to build in some redundancy, each component will connect to the two nearest DCs (or the nearest DC and the FADEC, if the FADEC is closer than the next nearest DC). The true wiring length of this particular engine configuration is not known. A wiring length baseline, for the current centralized control architecture, is estimated by summing the distance from each component to the FADEC twice (once for each channel) and scaling by the number of conductors. Although the surface temperature distribution of this particular engine is known, the exact relation between engine surface temperature and the required electronics temperature limits is unclear. Thus data concentrators that are placed on hotter parts of the engine have a higher penalty associated with them. In reality, this higher penalty could be associated with higher weight for possible thermal insulation or fuel cooling, or higher cost for developing and using higher temperature electronics, or a combination of these factors. A detailed analysis of the temperature capability for the data concentrator electronics and an estimate of the actual cost and/or weight added to the system is out of the scope of this study. Because the engine under consideration is a military engine with a small bypass ratio, the engine case is approximated using a cylinder. Many components are embedded deeper inside the engine or even in the gas path, but since each component must connect to a DC or FADEC on the engine case, this radial variation would be common among any configuration. In addition, it is assumed that radial distance would not contribute greatly to the overall cable length.

Another big assumption lies in how wiring is routed, and thus how wiring length is estimated. In reality, cables merge and split from various wiring harnesses, which must be routed around control components and external plumbing (hydraulic, fuel, bleed air, etc.). This can, in turn, affect which locations are considered optimal for component placement. However, component proximity to what it is connected to is one of the biggest location drivers. Thus the wiring length estimation follows a very simple approach: calculating the city block, or Manhattan Distance between the components. This distance is then scaled by the number of conductors required for the component being connected. In the case of a cylinder, with all the components located at the same radius, this means the cabling travels only circumferentially or axially, but never both simultaneously. Although the shortest path between two points on a cylinder is helical, it is obvious that engine cabling does not follow this approach. This assumption also benefits the computation side of the study, since the city block distance is less computationally intensive to calculate.

It is believed that reducing the number of direct connections and overall processing burden of the FADEC would also reduce the size and weight of the FADEC, however, this potential benefit is not directly considered in this study. As DCs are added to the configuration throughout the study, there is a point where the cost of adding an additional DC to the configuration will not be offset by a large enough savings in wiring length. This optimum number of DCs is a strong function of the actual cost, weight, and size of that DC, which does not currently exist. Thus the optimum number suggested by this study may not necessarily reflect the best possible configuration for a real-world implementation.
4.2 OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

The overall approach for this multi-objective optimization is similar to the one used in [31], which describes a tool for determining spacecraft avionics box placement. Like the avionics box placement problem, the DC placement problem is shown to be a variant of the classical Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP), which is of the class NP-hard, meaning it cannot be solved to optimality in polynomial time due to the enormity of the solution space [31]. Thus, problems that are considered NP-hard are generally good candidates for using an evolutionary or iterative algorithm to find an optimal solution in a reasonable amount of time.

Genetic algorithms, like the one used in [8] have gained a lot of popularity for a wide variety of different applications. However, encoding a problem for use with a genetic algorithm involves devising analogous operations for genetic crossover and mutation. There did not appear to be an intuitive way of capturing these kinds of operations for the DC placement problem. A more recently developed algorithm called Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [32] is chosen instead. PSO involves keeping track of many different potential solutions, or particles, as they fly around the solution space. Each particle has a position and velocity and is drawn towards the best solution found. The PSO combines elements of global search and local search – the particles remember their own best solution as well as the best solution found by any particle in the swarm. The value of a solution, or position, is determined by a fitness function, which is a mapping from positions in the solution space to scalar values. Depending on the number of particles used, PSO can explore the search space more thoroughly than some of the alternatives (e.g. simulated annealing, genetic algorithms). For the DC placement problem, each particles position encodes a configuration of DCs on the engine. A configuration consists of the position, in three dimensions, of each data concentrator.

\[ x = [z_1, \theta_1, r_1, \ldots, z_n, \theta_n, r_n] \quad (1) \]

Where \( z \) is the axial position, \( \theta \) is the angular position, and \( r \) is the radial position (considered constant in this study). Also, \( n \) is equal to the number of data concentrators; thus the solution space is \( 3n \)-dimensional. Similarly, the particle has a velocity in each dimension:

\[ v = [\dot{z}_1, \dot{\theta}_1, \dot{r}_1, \ldots, \dot{z}_n, \dot{\theta}_n, \dot{r}_n] \quad (2) \]

A major benefit of the PSO is that it does not require differentiability or knowledge of the derivatives. Instead, the PSO essentially uses a difference equation to update a particles current position, while the velocity is updated using information about the best solutions found so far [33].

\[ x_i = x_i + v_i \quad (3) \]

\[ v_i = \omega v_i + \phi_p r_p (p_i - x_i) + \phi_g r_g (g - x_i) \quad (4) \]

Where

- subscript \( i \equiv \) reference to a particular particle
- \( \omega \equiv \) inertial weighting
- \( \phi_p, \phi_g \equiv \) cognitive and social weighting, respectively
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• $p_i, g \equiv \text{‘personal’ and global best solutions found so far, respectively}$
• $r_p, r_g \equiv \text{random numbers on the interval } [0, 1)\text{)}$

At the end of each update, the position is fed into the fitness function:

$$f_i(x_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{c} r_k (\min_1(d_k) + \min_2(d_k)) + \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j$$  

(5)

Where

• subscript $k \equiv \text{reference to a particular component (sensor or actuator)}$
• subscript $j \equiv \text{reference to a particular DC}$
• $d_k \equiv \text{a vector containing the distances from component } k \text{ to each DC and the FADEC}$
• $\min_1, \min_2 \equiv \text{the minimum and next smallest, respectively}$
• $r_k \equiv \text{the number of conductors for component } k$
• $w \equiv \text{DC cost term incorporating temperature penalty and DC connections}$
• $c, n \equiv \text{the total number of DCs and sensors/actuators, respectively}$

Since this fitness is really a measure of overall wiring length, weight, and temperature penalties, the algorithm seeks to minimize these values. It should be noted that the overall wiring length includes the DC databus length in addition to the wiring length of all the sensors and actuators.

An important observation to be made at this time is the fact that the number of dimensions increases rapidly with the number of DCs; a configuration with 4 DCs is encoded by particles with 12 dimensions, for example. Thus the shape of the solution space, with regards to fitness, may be very complex with many geographic features, requiring fine granularity. In this situation, there is a potential for an abundance of local optima. If one of these local optima is found before the true global optimum is explored (which is a highly likely scenario) then the particles may converge to this location without fully exploring the search space and reaching the global optimum. This raises the question of how to scale the velocity of the particles, or, in other words, how to adjust the $w, \phi_p, \text{ and } \phi_g$ terms from Equation (5). If these terms are very small then the algorithm must perform many iterations to explore enough of the search space, taking up a lot of time. On the other hand, if the velocity is too large particles may miss a lot of the finer features of the solution topology. In order to avoid some of the problems associated with premature convergence and local optima the baseline PSO is extended to a more robust Local Optima Avoidable PSO (LOAPSO) [34]. At each iteration, a random subset of the swarm population is repulsed instead of attracted to the personal and global best solutions. This effectively adds more randomness to the algorithm and encourages exploration to avoid premature convergence.
4.3 RESULTS

As previous sections allude to, the result of the algorithm is a configuration of DCs for a military engine with sensors and actuators already in place. Figure 2 shows the evolution of a configuration of four DCs connected in a ring topology for one particle in the swarm. In each figure, the front of the engine is on the left and the red and blue sections of the semitransparent cylinder represent the hot and cold portions of the engine case, respectively. The large green box in the center of the engine represents the FADEC while each of the smaller green boxes represents a DC. Sensors and actuators are represented by small red and orange boxes, respectively. The wires connecting these sensors and actuators are represented by black tubes around the outside of the cylinder. Each tubes thickness is based on the number of conductors needed for that component the more conductors, the thicker the tube. Faint white tubes show a straight line connection for some added clarity on which component is connected to which DC – they do not represent any physical entity. Finally, there are thick green tubes representing the high speed databus which connects the DCs and FADEC to each other in the chosen topology – a ring in this case. Note the similarity between the 150th and 200th iterations, this shows the algorithm converging to an optimal configuration. Figure 3 demonstrates this as well by showing the overall swarm’s minimum fitness, wiring length, and average temperature penalties over each iteration.

The most important results of this study are contained in Figure 4. These plots illustrate how the total system is impacted by the number of DCs and the topology. One observation that can be made immediately is the relative system cost of the bus is consistently higher than the ring and star topologies. This is mostly due to a special constraint made for the bus topology which forces each DC to lie on the same angular position as the FADEC. Without this constraint, the bus would behave quite similarly to the ring, but with one less link between DCs. However, including this constraint shows that the controller network can be constrained spatially (a big advantage for accessibility and maintainability) and still offer cable length savings. It will become clear how the bus configuration looks in Figure 5.

Another observation that can be made on Figure 4 is the fact that the data for the ring architecture appears to be less smooth than the other lines. This brings to light a specific issue that is unique for the ring topology. In the ring topology, the order in which the DCs and FADEC are connected is important. Since the bulk of the fitness function is determined by the wiring between the DCs and the sensors and actuators, the wiring between the DCs themselves plays a very small part. Thus it is quite possible that the algorithm could converge on a configuration in which the green lines in the diagram (Figures 2, 5) are anything but optimal. Optimizing the order of connections for the ring topology is, in fact, analogous to the TSP. Coming up with a solution to this problem for each particle after each iteration was considered to be too computationally intensive and time consuming to warrant implementation. Instead, the baseline algorithm was run many times for each case, and the configuration with the minimum fitness was kept.

Based on the results in Figure 4 the star topology does not scale quite as well as the ring topology for larger numbers of DCs. For few DCs (up to about 4), the ring and star behave very similarly, however as more DCs are added, the relative system cost is slightly higher for the star topology. It is also evident that the best configuration uses 4 DCs. At this point, the wire length savings heavily outweigh the cost, weight, and temperature penalties. Overall, the total wiring length is shown to be reduced by nearly 60% when 7 or more DCs are used.
Figure 2: Evolution of one particle’s configuration for 4 DC ring topology
Figure 3: Iteration history for the entire swarm with 100 particles in a 4 DC ring topology.
Figure 4: System level results – fitness and wiring length as a function of the number of DCs in the configuration.
Figure 5: Distributed engine control configurations with 5 data concentrators (a–c) and a baseline configuration (d)
5 CONCLUSION

A distributed engine control system is envisioned for the next generation of propulsion controls. Although the concept of distributed control, from a functional standpoint, has been explored many times in recent literature there are still many unanswered questions associated with the implementation of such a system. In this report, we sought to shed some light on two of the requisite items: the physical topology of the networked control system, and the communication architecture. The discussion on communication architecture summarizes much of the work that has been done in this area, both inside and outside of the engine controls community. This report focused much more on the topology considerations. A novel approach for analyzing and evaluating three topologies: ring, star, and bus in the context of a relevant military engine was described. The algorithm uses a Particle Swarm Optimization process to evolve solutions to a multi-objective optimization problem. The results of this study indicate there is potential for large wire length savings in a distributed control architecture even when reliability (in this case, connections to two different data concentrators) is considered. It is shown that the ring architecture scales better with larger numbers of DCs than the star and bus. Based on the assumptions of the study, including estimating the system cost of each DC and temperature penalties, it is shown that a configuration using 4 DCs is the most advantageous. In the future, as more information becomes available, this type of study could be updated to have more fidelity. For example, the impact of these configurations on weight should be investigated. In addition, the size of the engine, number of sensors and actuators, and their locations could be varied to investigate potential benefits for different types of engines. There is a potential for even more savings if the actual locations of sensors and actuators themselves could be optimized. This will require higher temperature capable electronics. Lastly, as more components on the engine begin to incorporate more signal processing capability, the style of the sensor/actuator-to-DC connections could be varied as a part of the study on topology.
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Objectives

• Analyze several topologies with regard to distributed propulsion control considerations
• Review, compare, and summarize analysis on communication architectures and protocols
• Model, analyze, and optimize a potential architecture design
Potential Architecture

- Partially distributed control architecture comprised of an existing FADEC and sensor/actuator suite along with added Data Concentrators (DCs)
- Topological considerations only for the upper level
Topology

• Focus on physical topology
  – i.e. what is the physical structure of the network
• Establish criteria for the distributed propulsion controls application
• Evaluate (qualitatively) select topologies based on these criteria
Topology

• Network configuration should
  – reduce weight (from central architecture)
  – exhibit reliability / redundancy
  – be maintainable

• 4 topologies seen as relevant to the application

Summary of qualitative topology analysis -- green markers indicate potential benefits, red markers indicate potential challenges, and yellow markers are neutral.
Failure Scenarios

1. Outgoing Link Failure
2. SOS Failure (Slightly-Off-Specification)
3. Spatial Proximity Failure
4. Masquerading Failure
5. Babbling Idiot Failure

A distributed engine control system must be able to handle these types of failures and continue to function.

These layers must be specified and implemented for the DEC application.

Protocols for Aerospace Applications

- SAFEbus
- TTP, TTP/C
- SPIDER
- TTCAN
- CANbus
- Ethernet
- AFDX
- FlexRay
This system can be extended for distributed control
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Physical Network Model

Central

Distributed

FADEC
Data Concentrator
Sensor
Actuator
Cable – few conductors
Cable – many conductors
High-Speed Databus
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Assumptions

• Sensor & Actuator locations fixed
• Relative case temperature profile (blue & red areas)
• Sensors & Actuators must connect to 2 nearest data concentrators (or FADEC)
• Wiring is routed simply using Manhattan Distance approach
Each ‘particle’ has a position and velocity in the solution space

\[ x = [z_1, \theta_1, r_1, \ldots, z_n, \theta_n, r_n] \]

\[ v = [\dot{z}_1, \dot{\theta}_1, \dot{r}_1, \ldots, \dot{z}_n, \dot{\theta}_n, \dot{r}_n] \]

cylindrical coordinates for each DC

Update Rule (applied iteratively)

\[ x_i = x_i + v_i \]
\[ v_i = \omega v_i + \phi_p r_p (p_i - x_i) + \phi_g r_g (g - x_i) \]

- subscript \( i \) \( \equiv \) reference to a particular particle
- \( \omega \) \( \equiv \) inertial weighting
- \( \phi_p, \phi_g \equiv \) cognitive and social weighting
- \( p_i, g \equiv \) ‘personal’ and global best solutions found so far
- \( r_p, r_g \equiv \) random numbers on the interval \([0,1)\)
Particle Swarm Optimization  
~ Fitness Function ~

\[
f_i(x_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{c} r_k(\min_1(d_k) + \min_2(d_k)) + \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_j
\]

- subscript \( k \equiv \) reference to a particular component (sensor or actuator)
- subscript \( j \equiv \) reference to a particular DC
- \( d_k \equiv \) a vector containing the distances from component \( k \) to each DC and the FADEC
- \( \min_1 d_k, \min_2 d_k \equiv \) the minimum and next smallest, respectively
- \( r_k \equiv \) the number of conductors for component \( k \)
- \( w \equiv \) DC cost term incorporating temperature penalty and DC connections
- \( c, n \equiv \) the total number of DCs and sensors/actuators, respectively
Finding the Optimum

- What is the best spatial distribution of data concentrators?
- How does the solution evolve through each iteration?

Randomly Initialized Solution

Best fitness for wiring length, temperature penalties, etc.

Final Optimized Solution
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Iterations: 000
Adding Data Concentrators

- How is the wiring affected by the number of Data Concentrators?
Results

Topologies Investigated

- Ring
- Star
- Bus

System Fitness

- Overall Wire Length
- Weight & Cost of Added Boxes
- Temperature Penalties

Payoff

Using 7 or more data concentrators, approximately 60% of total wiring length can be saved.
Conclusion

• This study was intended to provide data to aid in the selection of a network topology for future distributed turbine engines.

• A novel approach for analyzing and evaluating three topologies: ring, star, and bus in the context of a relevant military engine was described.

• Robustness and redundancy must be a consideration when designing these networks, a single failed node or communication link should not be able to take down the entire distributed control system.

• There is potential for large wire length savings in a distributed control architecture.

• This is the tip of the iceberg: many extensions to this study are possible, including
  – Impact on TMS system and cooling requirements
  – Different constraints (i.e. spatial constraints, access panels)
  – Project results to cost and weight savings
  – Prioritize sensors and actuators and vary how many connections each require
  – Couple topology model with various network models to investigate performance
Questions?
Thank you!
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